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CHALLENGES OF SAFETY

System Complexity

Hidden Processes

Interdependencies (Tight Coupling)

Pursuing Prevention and Resilience

Combining Control and Innovation

Following Rules and Bridging Gaps

And…

Your Plant is Full of Primates
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“Change would be easy if it were not for all the 
damned people”

(Senior executive from Xerox at MIT Sloan program)



THE RATIONAL APPROACH TO SAFETY

Set safety goals, measures, and rewards

Write rules and enforce compliance

Comply with regulatory requirements

Follow industry best practices

Divide safety tasks into roles and responsibilities

Organize departments and hierarchies to supervise and manage

Invest in equipment, hiring, and training

Learn from internal and external operating experience
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IS THE RATIONAL APPROACH ENOUGH?  AN EXAMPLE

Why Don’t People Speak Up?

Why don’t people report a problem they see?

Why don’t people disagree when someone else is wrong?

Why don’t people offer an improvement idea?

Take 30 seconds to write down your top 1-3 reasons
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WHY DON’T PEOPLE SPEAK UP?

“It’s not my job”

“I’m not sure”

“Nothing gets done anyway; no one listens to me”

”My coworkers will think I’m a rat”

“It’s just the way we do things around here”

“The problem reporting system is too hard to use”

“My boss wants me to get my work done”

“Everything is fine; it’s not important”
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FOUNDATIONS OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR

People don’t just respond “rationally”

We respond on the basis of CULTURAL MEANINGS

We respond on the basis of SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS

Here are two examples:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgRoiTWkBHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=meiU6TxysCg

For each, try to spot the key principle about human behavior
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ORGANIZATIONS AS HUMAN SYSTEMS: THE “3 LENSES”

Formal Structures:

Roles & Responsibilities

Hierarchy

Rules & Procedures

Plans & Metrics

Incentives

Stakeholder Interests & Power:

Power Bases

Conflict Management

Networks & Coalitions

Negotiations

Norms, Values, & Beliefs:
Traditions & Habits
Role Models
Meanings
Assumptions

Questions:

Which are visible?

Which do we train?

Which are important?

Which can we change?

Which influence speaking up?

Strategic 

Design
Political

Cultural



Strategic Design Lens – Engineers Love It!

• Safety Management System (SMS, or SEMS): set of goals, measures of 
process and performance, clear responsibilities

• Ways of grouping tasks and people:  each operations manager has 
safety goals vs. safety managers report to operations managers vs. 
safety managers report to centralized safety department

• may alternate structures to achieve benefits from multiple ways

• Leveson’s System Theoretic Accident Model & Processes (STAMP): 
safety is assured by maintaining control over safety constraints 
through a set of nested control loops with control actions and 
feedback (information links) 

• Necessary, but not sufficient…



Political Lens: Who Has the Power?

• “Organizations are designed to turn goal conflicts into political 
conflicts”

• Perrow Normal Accidents: aviation is much safer than mining and 
fishing because elites are at risk (1/1000 boat captains die each year)

• NASA Columbia shuttle: safety committees by policy were 
independent of program organization, yet program people sat in, then 
became members, then became chair

• Millstone Nuclear Power Station: outside utilities volunteered leaders 
to help recovery; each team ran one of three Units.  They competed 
to spend money.  Had to agree to prioritize Unit 3.



Millstone Stakeholder Analysis
Person / 

Group

Lead 

Change

Support 

Change

Bystand Oppose 

Change

CNO XO

VP Ops X O

Dir ECP O X

Unit Mangrs X O

Workers X O

US NRC O X

Public X O



Cultural Lens – Who Are We?

• High Reliability Organizing (Weick & Sutcliffe, etc.)
• Preoccupation with failure (imagine possibilities, stay vigilant)
• Reluctance to simplify (avoid easy answers, questioning attitude)
• Sensitivity to operations (focus on work operations and behaviors)
• Commitment to resilience (recover from problems, learn from experience)
• Deference to expertise (rely on those closest to the work)

• Do we blame the worker for not being vigilant?

• Do front-line workers have any power (e.g., Germany vs. US)?

• Can’t rely only on front-line decisions in a highly-complex system…

• Underlying cultural processes require shared understandings
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The Meaning of “Safety”:
BP days away from work 1987-2008

North Sea Disaster; Grangemouth 
Incident

BP Amoco Merger

TXC explosion

Measures Days Away From Work 
Case Frequency (DAFWCF) per 
200,000 hrs

BP’s obsessive attention to personal safety 
remains embedded in the culture.  The 

assumption that “safety” = “personal safety” had 
to be changed (cf. TXC), but this takes years!

Very similar story with Metro train:  “safety” = no parking lot injuries!



Safety Culture – Can We Engineer Culture?

• Difficult to mandate from the top; culture is not an end in itself: shape culture while 
solving problems (together)

• NRC was NOT the main source of safety culture in nuclear power: INPO peer learning in 
competition-free context

• Leaders are watched closely for signals

• Leverage existing positive examples/models; build shared purpose and capability

• Be clear where/why you need strict compliance

• It takes time to cultivate and try out new behaviors, to build trust

• Safety culture/climate self-analyses may generate useful conversations, attention to 
culture, openness and trust, but there is also a risk of increased cynicism and resistance

• “Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything that can be counted 
counts”

W. B. Cameron (widely attributed to Albert Einstein)



Putting the Lenses Together

• Not a competition among lenses

• The goal is not to have a single comprehensive safety “theory”

• Use all the lenses to achieve more useful understanding

• Analogy to modern art:
• Rather than conveying a message to the viewer, the artist creates an 

opportunity for sensemaking in which the viewer can have multiple 
experiences.  Looking at the colors generates one set of impressions, the 
figures evoke another, moving closer, further, to the side creates more 
impressions,…  It can be unpleasant, confusing, exhausting...  But it can also 
be exciting, insightful, challenging, fresh, revelatory...



Stages of Safety Management

• Westrum and Hudson talk about organizational stages of Pathological, 
Reactive, Calculative, Proactive, and Generative

• Pathological stage: every stakeholder out for themselves (Political)

• Reactive stage: local routines until crisis (Cultural, Strategic Design)

• Calculative stage: structures and rules (Strategic Design, Political)

• Proactive stage: reporting, trust, teamwork (Cultural)

• Generative stage: systemic (all the Lenses) 

• Moving from stage to stage requires use of multiple lenses!



AN EXAMPLE: THE US NAVY SUBSAFE PROGRAM
On April 10, 1963, while engaged in a deep test dive, 

approximately 200 miles off the northeastern coast of the United 

States, the U.S.S. Thresher was lost at sea with all persons 

aboard - 112 naval personnel and 17 civilians.



Loss of
propulsion

power

Flooding in the 
engine room 

(failure of a silver 
braze piping joint)

Unable to secure
from flooding

Spray on electrical
switchboards Unable

to blow
ballast tanks

Loss Events



SUBSAFE Goals

Hull integrity to preclude flooding

Operability and integrity of critical systems to 
control and recover from a flooding casualty

Other aspects of safety are handled 
separately



1/8/05 “Success”

USS SAN 

FRANCISCO 

crashed head-on 

into an underwater 

sea mountain.

Major damage and 

injuries yet able to 

emergency blow to 

the surface and 

reach Guam under 

its own power.



SUBSAFE Program Success

1915 – 1963 

16 submarines lost to non-combat 
causes (473 lives lost)

1963 - Present

1968:  USS SCORPION lost
• SCORPION was not

SUBSAFE certified

SUBSAFE 

Program began 54 

days after 

THRESHER loss

NO SUBSAFE-

CERTIFIED 

SUBMARINE HAS 

EVER BEEN LOST

Sounds great, but how does it really work?



Objective Quality Evidence
(OQE)

Certification is strictly based on OQE:

• OQE: Any statement of fact, either quantitative or qualitative, 
pertaining to the quality of a product or service based on 
observations, measurements, or tests that can be verified. 

• OQE provides evidence that deliberate steps were taken to 
comply with requirements.

• Founded on the integrity and responsibility of individuals, 
attested to by documenting data and verifying proper 
completion of work.



Comprehensive SUBSAFE Requirements

- Administrative

- Organizational

- Technical

- Unique Design

- Material Control

- Fabrication

- Testing

- Work Control

- Audits

- Certification

Invoked in Design, Construction, Operations and 

Maintenance

Renewed every 10 years

Yes, this is “Strategic Design,” 

but implementing it takes more



Platform
Program 
Manager

Independent
Safety & QA 

Authority

Independent
Technical
Authority

SUBSAFE Balance of Powers

Program Manager can only 

select from set of acceptable 

options derived by ITA

S&QA can challenge ITA or PPM 

on compliance with requirements 



Audit Philosophy

Objective is to make our subs safer

Assume policies, procedures, and practices are in compliance 
(audit confirms compliance)

Focus on audits as a constructive, learning experience

Full understanding of identified problems

Team effort: 80% peers from other facilities, 20% insiders

Continuous communication: no “gotcha”

Headquarters is audited like anyone else!



Cultural Risk Management

Questioning attitude and critical self-evaluation to 
combat ignorance, arrogance, and complacency 

Lessons learned and continuous improvement 

Continuous training

Annual HQ meeting on Thresher anniversary with film 
and descendants of crew, friends in audience: 

“We will never forget”

Annual refresher at all contractors

“Safety requires passionate and effective leadership”

And… Effective leaders use all three lenses!



PEOPLE ARE NOT THE PROBLEM!

Technology and procedures are incomplete

People are doing invisible stuff that constructs safety

People fill gaps, help others, innovate, go beyond job descriptions

We manage and lead people, not just “safety”



Thank You!

Questions?
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